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BOULDER POLYGONS AND STRIPES IN T HE C A IRNGORM 

MOUNTAINS , S C OTLAND 

By R. BRUCE KI NG 

(Kerry Stables, Lammas Lane, Esher, Surrey, England) 

ABSTRACT. M easurements of widths, dia meters a nd boulder sizes of pa tterned ground in the Ca irngor m 
M ounta ins indica te two sorts of stripes a nd polygons (fin e a nd coarse) . Pipkrake a nd boulder-inclin a tion 
observa tions a nd measurements suggest tha t fin e polygons a re produced by heave a nd their sizes a re d epen
den t upon the frequency of boulders la rge enough to be resista nt to heave, which in turn depends upon 
cl ima ti c severity. The lack of ori enta tion, a ngle of boulder incl ina tion, hemispherica l sha pe, high relati\'c 
size dispersion a nd li thological d ependence of coa rse polygons indica te a selecti ve weathering origin. The 
frequency of low inclina tion of boulders in stripes suggests a n origin due to soliAuction, whereby large im
mobile or rela ti vely slower-moving boulders impede soil (a nd sma ller boulder) movements and control stripe 
spacing. M ovement observation and lichenometry indicate tha t fin e polygons a nd stripes a nd ba re coarse 
polygons a re acti ve a t the present time a nd tha t coarse stripes a nd vegeta ted coarse polygons proba bl y date 
from the Little I ce Age. 

R ESUME. Polygones de pien es et sots striis dans Les Cairngorm M ountains, E cosse. Les mesures de la rgeurs, 
diametres, calibre de galets de so ls geometriques da ns les Cairngorm M ounta ins montrent deux types d e 
sols stries et polygona ux (fin s e t gross iers), les mesures et les observa tions de l'inclinaison d es pipkra kes 
et des blocs permettent de penser que les polygones fins resultent des mouvements verticaux et que leur 
grandeur depend de la frequence des blocs suffisamment larges pour resister au soulevement qui depend it 
son tour d e la severite clima tique. L 'absence d 'ori enta tion , l'angle d ' inclinaison d es blocs, la forme hemi
spherique, la ha ute dispersion relative des gra ndeur et la dependa nce lithologique d es polygones grossiers 
indiq uent une origine d 'altera tion selecti ve. La frequence de la fa ible incl ina ison d es blocs dans les so Is stri es 
suggere une origine due it la soliAuxion ; les blocs rel a ti vement gra nds et mobiles la contraria nt et regla nt les 
interva lles entre les stries. E tude des mouvements et la li chenometrie indiquent que les polygones et sols stries 
fins ainsi que les polygones grossiers nus sont ac tuellement actifs ta ndis que les polygones grossiers pris pa r la 
vegeta tion datera ient du petit age glacia ire. 

ZUSAMMENFA SUNG . Stein-Polygone l/Izd -Streifen in den Cairngorm M Ollntains, Schotttand. M essungen von 
Absta nden, Durchmessern und Steingros en der Strukturbod en in den Cairngorm M ounta ins weisen zwei 
Arten von Streifen- und Polygonboden aus: feine und grobe. " Pipkrake" (Bodensondierung) sowie Beobacht
ungen und M essungen der Steinneigungen laggen vermLiten, dass die feinen Polygone durch H ebung 
hervorgerufen werden und dass ihre Grosse von der H a ufigkeit solcher Steine abha ngt, die gross genug sind, 
um von der H ebung nicht erfasst zu werden ; diese H a ufigkeit hangt ihrerseits von der R a uhigkeit des 
Klimas ab. Das Fehlen einer R egelung, der Winkel der Steinneigung, d er halbkugel fii rmige Querschnitt, 
die sta rke Streuung der Relativgrossen und die lithologische Abha ngigkeit der groben Polygone weisen auf 
einen Ursprung durch selektive Verwitterung hin. Die Haufigkeit geringer Neigung der Steine in Streifen 
lasst auf eine Entstehung durch SoliAuktion schliessen, wobei grosse unbewegliche oder verhaltnismassig 
langsam bewegte Steine die Bewegung des Bod ens (und kleinerer Steine) verhindern und den Abstand der 
Streifen regeln. Beobachtungen d er Bewegung und Flechtenmessungen weisen darauf hin, dass feine Poly
gone und Streifen sowie nackte grobe Polygone zur Zeit aktiv sind und d ass grobe Streifen und bewachsene 
grobe Polygone wahrscheinlich aus d er Kleinen Eiszeit sta mmen. 

INTRODUCTION 

The climate of the Cairngorm Mountain resembles Tricart 's ( 1967) " mountainous 
variety" of the " humid periglacial climates with a marked winter", i.e. the mean annual 
temperature is about 2- SoC, '" annual precipitation is about 1 600- 2400 mm , there is no 
permafros t and most freeze- thaw oscillations, which do not penetrate deep into the soil , are 
equinoctial. The area could also be ascribed to Tricart 's Kerguelen tundra morphogenetic 
province, since there is considerable frost shattering, high humidity, strong winds affecting 
and limited by the vegetation and frequent pipkrake. Although many periglacial features are 
found (King, unpublished), the amount of patterned ground, other than lobes, is disappoint
ing, which seems to be due to three factors: vegetation, ground slope and parent material. In 
order to observe polygons and stripes, the ground must be completely or sel ectively denuded , a 
situation which is only extensively found above 900 m . Furthermore, polygons are not found 

• There a re no long clima ti c records. 
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on slopes greater than 5°. Stripes are found on slopes up to ,8° bu t above 10° the lobate 
form is more common (King, in press) . Polygons and stripes are therefore largely restricted 
to the plateau over goo m . The higher parts of the plateau consist of fi elds of well -rounded 
granitic boulders. The lower parts consi t of coarse feldspathic sand . Polygons are found at 
the boundary between these two parent materials and also where boulders occur amongst the 
feldspathic sand, especially if the latter is waterlogged . At the former environment, polygons 
consist of pockets of sand amongst the felsenmeere, here called coarse polygons (Fig. I ) , and 
at the latter they consist of boulder rings surrounding feldspathic sand , here called fin e 
polygons (Fig. 2) . The basic difference between these two types is the ratio of boulders to 
sand. The centres of most coarse polygons are vegetated but, in one shallow valley bottom (on 
the plateau), polygons with the same form and about the same size as coarse polygons contain 
bare cen tres and very few stones or boulders. 

Fig. I. Denuded coarse polygons on the Braeriach plateau. 

There are also two different types of stripe. Coarse stripes display alternate bare and 
vegetated stripes (Fig. 3). The bare stripes possess very little soil and contain coarser stones 
and boulders than the vegetated ones. Fine stripes are lines (in the direction of strongest 
decl ivity) of mostly angular stones in a feldspathic sandy matrix (Fig. 4). 

The boulders in the centres of coarse polygo ns and those forming the vegetated coarse 
stripes appear to be smaller than their bare borders (Fig. 5) and a X2 test, using a probability 
criterion of 0.005, showed this to be so. 

S IZES 

25 widths or diameters were measured from each of four sample sites of each patterned 
ground type. Polygon measurements were restricted to level ground in order to avoid down
slope polygon elongation, a nd in all measurements the shortest diameter was recorded. The 
distributions were found to fit logarithmic normal curves (Figs. 6 and 7) . Means and standard 
deviations are shown in Table I. There are not enough bare coarse polygons or fine stripes to 
do an analysis. 
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Fig . 2 . Fine polj'golls ill the Feith B llidhe valley. 

Fig . 3 . Coarse stripes Oil Cam B all 1110r. 
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Fig. 4. Fine stripes Ilear Cairn Lochan. 
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Fig. 5 . Frequency curues for the boulder sizes of the centres and borders of vegetated coarse polygons, the borders of bare coarse 
polygons and vegetated and bare coarse stripes. BOlllder diameter is in centimetres. 
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TABLE I. ~1EANS AND STANDARD DEVIAT IONS OF DIA:"1ETERS AND 

\ V I DTH S OF PAllERNED GROUND TYPES 

Stat,dard 
Patterned ground AI/ean deviation 

cm cm 

Coarse polygon cen tre 98.0 76.2 
Coarse polygon border 69·9 48.0 
Vegetated coarse stri pe 334 ' 27 
Bare coa rse s tri pe ' 49 84 
Fine polygo n centre 69.6 37.8 
F ine polygon border 30 .5 14.8 

379 

A X2 test was applied to the polygon-size d istribu tions to ascerta in whether there is justifi
cation in dividing them into two types: coarse a nd fi ne. Using a probabili ty criterion of o.005, 
the distrib utions were found to be statisti cally d ifferen t a nd a re therefore p robably produced 
by differen t processes a nd not merely due to age, when the types would probably be more 
tra nsi tional. 
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Fig. 6. Frequenc)' w rves for the diameters of the centres and widths of the borders cif coarse and fine porygons. 

M OVEMENT INVEST IGATION 

Attempts were made to observe the movem en t of both fin e a nd coarse polygo ns. Som e of 
the former were photographed a nd mapped on 9 O ctober 1965. T he polygons were then 
d isturbed to three different depths (surficia lly, IS cm and 30 cm) in three adjacent a reas. The 
whole area was then photographed and mapped , and photographed and mapped again, in the 
following spring and autumn. In the spring of 1966 (29 June) , there was no sign of polygon 
re-forma tion but there was evidence of om e m ovem ent, the amoun t of which is shown in 
Table II . The amount of m ovement between 29 June and 7 O ctober 1966 is shown in 
T a ble In . It seems that the process of polygon forma tion (in the Cairngorm M ountains) is [00 

slow to be a ble to see in wha t direc tions movem ent takes place. Nevertheless, it can be seen 
that not only boulders but soil a lso moves and th at, in genera l, there is more movement over 
the period covered by Table II tha n that of Table Ill , which is a lso the period over which 
there a re m ore fluctuations across the freezing point. 
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Fig. 7. Frequency curves for the widths of bare and vegetated coarse slripes. 

TABLE II. THE AMOUNT OF MOVEMENT OF A FINE POLYGON BETWEEN 9 OGTOBER 1965 AND 29 J U:->E 1966 

Depllz Soil Boulders 
cm Covered Removed Linear Rotational Totalllumber 

No. Maximum No. Maximum No. Maximum JVo . Maximllm of bOlllders 
distance distance Size Distance Size Angle 

cm cm cm en1 cm 

Surface 7 6 4 3 6 4 16 20 2 22 90° 3 4 
15 3 6 2 2 16 la 23 33 

30 10 18 6 6 10 4 7 60° 3 8 

"Depth" refers to "depth of disturbance"; "covered" refers to "soi l having covered stones"; "renlo,"ed" refers 
to "soi l having been removed from stones"; " linea r" and "rotational" refer 10 type of movement in a horizontal 
plane ; "No." refers to number of stones wh ich have moved or have been covered or denuded by soil movement. 

TABLE Ill. THE AMOU 'T OF MOVEMENT OF A FINE POLYGON BETWEEN 29 J UNE AND 7 OCTOBER 1966 

Depth Soil Boulders 
cm Covered Removed L inear Rotational T otalllumber 

No. Maximum No. i\I/aximum No. MaXl:mllln No . JvJaximu17l of bOlllders 
distance distance Si ze D istance Size .~ ngle 

cm cm cm cm cm 
Surface 2 3 2 3 5 10 23 2 10 60° 34 
15 2 2 2 5 10 33 

3 0 4 7 3 7 18 I V 3" 60c v 
3 8 

"Depth" refers to "depth of disturbance"; "covered" refers to "soil having covered stones"; " removed" refers 
to "soil having been removed from stones"; " linear" and "rotational" refer to type of movement (rola lion is in 
a horizontal plane except where d emarca ted by a "v" which refers to the vertical plane) ; "No." refers la number 
of boulders which have been moved or have been covered or denuded by soil movement. 

Coarse polygons were disturbed in two different ways. In one area, the boulders and soil 
were thoroughly m ixed up, and in the other the soil and vegetation were removed but the 
boulders were left. A third area was recorded and left unchanged . The disturbance took place 
on 9 October 1965. There were no changes when the areas were investigated again on 29 
June and 7 O ctober 1966, except for some aeolian removal of vegetation. 
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PIPKRAKE 

A large number of hypothese have been put forward to explain patterned ground, most of 
which have been summarized by Washburn (1956), who pointed out that different hypo these 
probably apply to different environments. H e a lso suggested that, in any particular environ
ment, the explanation is probably polygeneti c. 

There are three main groups of hypotheses: those embodying heave (e.g. Hamburg, 19 10) , 
convection (e.g. Benard, 1900; Gripp, 1926) and contraction (e.g. Figurin, 1823; Baer, 1837; 
Cholnoky, 191 I). The surficial nature of the patterned ground in the Cairngorm Mountains, 
however, rul es out convec tion . Nearly all of the hypotheses d epend on freeze- thaw oscillations 
and some observations were therefore made during such a period. 

Practically the whole surface of the ground (where d enuded ) was covered with pipkrake. 
In a small area (60 cm by 60 cm), the largest diameters of a hundred stones were m eas Ul"ed 
and it was recorded whether they had been raised by pipkrake, which on the day of observa
tion grew to a maximum of 4 cm, upturned or left in situ. The malle t diameter measured 
was 1.25 cm and the largest was 16.5 cm. It was found that 46 tone were uplifted, 38 left ill 
situ and 16 upturned. The m ean diameter of those raised was 2.79 cm; the mean of those left 
in situ was 6.27 cm and the mean of tho e upturned was 6.58 cm. Their res pective standard 
deviations were 1.04, 2.79 and 3.58 cm . A X2 te t showed that there is a greater than 99.5 0 0 

statistically significant difference between the distribution of raised stones and those left in situ. 
M easurem ents were also taken of the movement of stones with an axial ratio greater than 

or equal to 2 : I to see whether they have any propensity for upturning rather than uplifting 
in toto. The sizes of the stones ranged from 1.25 to 10 cm and the average size of the pipkrake 
was 2.5 cm. I7 stones were not moved at all , 41 were upturned and 42 were uplifted in toto , 
which sugges ts that elongated stones have an equal propensity for upturning as uplifting ill 
toto . Nevertheless, if these figures are compared with the ones in the previous paragraph, 
it can be seen that a greater proportion of elongated stones is upturned than those of other 
shapes. 

It was also noticed that pipkrake not only raised stones and fines verticall y (lending suppor t 
to the heave hypotheses ) but also moved them away from the larger unmoved stones (sup
porting the contraction hypotheses ) . Some of the stones fell into the gaps formed between the 
unmoved stones and the soil , and after the pipkrake had m elted stones Wel"e often seen sur
rounding la rger stones or boulders. 

SUGGESTED ORIGIN OF FINE POLYGONS 

H ollows can be seen around boulders of the size of those forming fine polygo n borders, and 
smaller bouldel"s or stones a re seen lying in these hollows usua ll y orientated parallel to the 
larger boulder's periphery. In the border. of fine polygons, small boulders are a lso often foun d 
surrounding and ori entated parallel to the periphery of the larger ones. Where the smaller 
boulders or stones li e touching the larger ones , they usually rest against the latter; but away 
from the boulder, the maller boulders or stones tend to dip towards the larger ones as if they 
have been uplifted , while the larger ones remain stationary. 

This observation was tested as follows: the a ngle of inclination of boulders in polygon 
borders was measured from the same four polygons as were used for the measurement of 
boulder diameters. Measurements were taken to the nearest d egree of boulders with a 
minimal axial ratio of 3 : 2. The distribution is shown in Figure 8. The mean angle of dip 
was found to be 36° with a standard deviation of 21 °. 

Although pipkrake have been proposed as a cause of pa tterned ground (Salomon, 1929, 
p. 9), the largest recorded tones ra ised by pipkrake were only the size of hens' eggs (Philberth , 
1964, p . 166) . H owever, larger stones can be raised by ice lenses (Philberth , 1964, p . 122 ; 
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Everett, 1966, p. 217) . Although ice lenses were not seen by the author in the Cairngorm 
Mountains, they have been observed by Caine ( 1963, p . 174) in the Lake District, a nd there is 
therefore presumably no reason why they could not occur in the Cairngorm Mountains. 

The evidence seems to suggest tha t la rge boulders remain stationary wh ile the oil and 
smaller boulders and stones are heaved . This hypothes is was tested as follows: in a n area of 
fine polygon development, the sizes of60 boulders displaying lichen (i.e. presumably immobile) 
were compared with the sizes of60 boulders without lichen. The mean diameter of the lichen
covered boulders is 71 .4 cm with a standard deviation of 34.8 cm, and the mean diameter of 
the bare boulders is 57.2 cm with a standard deviation of 26.2 cm . A XZ test showed that there 
is a greater than 99.5 % statistically significant difference between the two distribu tion 
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Fig. 8. Frequency curves, ploued infrequency groups of IO O of bOlllder dips in the borders of fine, coarse vegetated and coarse bare 
polygons, and of fine and bare coarse stripes. 

The minimal size of stationary boulders is probably proportional to the amoun t of heave. 
Not only are polygon cen tres upheaved but they a lso contract away from large boulders, if the 
evidence of p ipkrake observations can be applied to other types of heave. The con traction is 
probably due to soil desiccation, since the water content is largely extracted to form ice. 
Some stones will fall , as an immediate res ult of upheaval of the centre, in to the gaps round the 
large boulders. Other boulders will slide radially down the domed surface of heave probably 
at the immediate onset of thawing when the surface will be most lubricated a nd before the 
centre has ubsided. 
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In an area of uniform soil and boulder content, polygon sizes will be proportional to the 
spacing of stationary bouldel"s; the greater the heave, the la l"ger the size of stationary bouldel"s 
a nd , in general, the larger the polygon size. T his reasoning conforms with that of Troll ( 1944), 
who pointed out that the size of patterned ground is roughl y proportional to latitude. H e 
stated that the la rge high-latitude forms have a larger period and grea ter amount of heave 
than the low-lati tude form s. 

SUGGESTED ORIGIN OF COA RSE POLYGONS 

If the centres of coarse polygons were heaved , a radial ori entation of the boulders found in 
the centre would be expected. Orientation measurement were therefore taken from the 
centre of four coarse polygons but no radia l orientation was revealed. 

The dips of the boulders in the polygon borders were a lso mea ured (Fig. 8) . T he mean 
a ngl e of dip is 30° with a standard deviation of 22 0. A X' test indica ted a 90 % sta tisti cally 
significant difference between the dips of boulders in the borders of fine and coarse polygons, 
suggesting that the borders of coarse polygo ns dip at a significantly lower angle than those of 
fine ones. 

Coarse polygon sizes a lso have a higher relat ive disper ion (77.7 %) compared with fine 
polygons (54.5 %) . A closer exam ination reveals that coarse polygons form ed from porphyriti c 
granite are not as wel l developed , contain smaller boulders and have greater diameters than 
those form ed from the more widespread coarse-grained granite. T he mean diameters of 
polygons form ed from porphyritic and coarse-grained granite are 145 .3 and 79.0 cm , res
pectively, with respective standard deviations of 87.7 a nd 34.3 cm , and a X' test showed that 
there is a 99.5 % statisticall y significant difference between the two distributions. 

The lack of orientation a nd relatively low angle of boulder inclination suggest a different 
origin to that postulated for fine polygons and, in fact, suggest lack of movement. The hemi
spherical cross-section , high relative size dispersion (Elton, 1927, p. 82 ) and li thological 
dependence could a ll be explained by selec tive wea thering which has already been sugges ted 
elsewhere as a poss ible cause of patterned ground (M einardus, 19 12, p. 254- 55) . Sorting can 
be explained by the probability that small boulders and stones wi ll decrease in size as a result 
of frost hattering faster tha n large ones, because of their greater surface area to volume ratio. 
Boulders of fi ne-grained porphyrit ic gran ite a re a lso more subject to fros t shattering than those 
of coarse-grained granite (Waters , 1964, p . 79) and consequentl y are smaller and the polygons 
formed by them contain more fin es a nd are therefore larger. 

M en tion has a lso been made of coarse polygons with bare centre. Figure 8 shows that 
their boulder-dip distribution can be fitted to a second-degree logarithmic curve, wh ich 
suggests a force influencing smaller boulders parallel to the ground surface. Their topograph ic 
position (i.e. valley bottom) suggests that they may be part of a solifl uction deposit, and the 
presence of polygon on this deposit indicates that coarse polygons can form with no pro
nounced boulder incl ination, explicable under a weathering hypothes is. H owever, the steeper 
inclination than other solifluction features (i.e. stripes) suggests that there is probably some 
heaving, as may a lso be true, in the pa t, for vegetated polygons. 

S UGGE TED ORIGIN OF STRIPES 

The inclinations of stones in four fine stripes were measured to the nearest degree. 25 
tones were measured from each stripe. The mean inclination was found to be r I ° and the 

distribution could be fitted to a second-degree logarithmic curve (Fig. 8) whose equation is 
log y = I. 77 - 0.88rx+ o.0574x2, which has a high constan t term and a low coefficient 
of x, both indicating a high proportion of stones with a low inclination. Many of the stones are, 
in fact , roughly parallel to the slope of the ground, sugges ting laminar down-slope movement 
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or solifluction . The orientation of stones in a horizontal plane was also measured and is 
represented by F igure g, in which the only pattern that seems to exist (if any) is a decrease 
from 0° to 25°, a rise between 25 ° and 80° and a low 80- g00 value. This could possibly be 
explained by relative down-slope movement of soil and stone stripes. Any stone projec ting 
out of the stone stripe by more than 25 ° in an up-slope direction will be affected by the down
slope movement of the soil stripe and possibly become wedged in a new orientation. Stones 
projecting at about goo or any ot' ientation in a down-slope direction will be reduced to low 
angles of deviation . 

Percent a g e 
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2 0 i--

10 

0 
10 20 30 40 50 6 0 7 0 80 90 

Dow ns lo pe D e v ia tion i n degre es 

Fig. 9. Histogram of the orientatioll of stolles ill fille stripes. 

It would appear, therefore, that fine stripes are governed by solifluction, as suggested by 
Nordenskjold ( [gog, p . 63), and that soil tripes move faster than stone ones because solifluction 
decreases with depth, a nd the stones which extend below the ground surface move more 
slowly than the soil. This might also explain why so few fine stripes were found, since they can 
only be found where a ll the stones are small, i.e. less than about 15 cm, because any larger 
boulders would extend below the present layer of active . olifluction a nd thus the soil will be 
dammed up-slope behind them producing small terraces , which are indeed often found. 

Stone orientations of bare coarse stripes were a lso measured from four localities. The dip 
distribution is shown in Figure 8 from which it can be seen that its curve is flatter than that for 
fine stripes, probably because of interactions between boulders of different sizes; nevertheless, 
the second-degree logarithmic rather than logarithmic normal shape suggests predominant 
down-slope rather than cross-slope influence. Movement of soil a nd boulders down-slope 
would obey the laws of viscosity so that movement is slowest at, and down-slope from, the 
larger stationary boulders and fastest as well as deepest midway between them. The effect of 
this is that coarse material is deposited both up-slope and down-slope from the stationat·y 
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boulders and the stripe form is developed . E vidence to support this sorting by viscous flowage 
has been provided by the experiments of D zulynski and \ Valton (1963). 

The correla tion coefficient between a ltitude and wid th of vegeta ted coarse stl-ipes is 
- 0.976, which is 97.5 % ta tistically signi fican t. Al ti tude is most likely inversely proportional 
to age or m ovem ent periodicity. Thus there appears to be a correlation between m ovem ent 
periodicity and size. Low-altitude movem ent is likely to take place a t cl imati c extremes when 
solifluction extends to considera ble depth a nd la rge boulders will be m oved, boulders which 
under a less arduou. climate would extend bel ow the ac tive layer and rem a in immobil e. It 
seems, therefore, as with fine polygons that large immobil e or rela tively slower-moving 
boulders form the coarser , now bare stripes, while the fin er materi a l fl ows pa t, to form the 
finer, now vegetated stripes. 

AG E 

The technique of li chenom etl-y was used to assess the age of coarse polygons and stripes . 
U sing a similar m ethod of measuring li chen to that used by Sugden (unp ublished , p. 2(9) a nd 
ass uming a growth ra te of 46 mm per century, which Bornfeld t a nd O sterborg (unp ublished) 
found in southern N orway, a cl imate approximating that of the Cairngorm Mountains, it was 
inferred that coarse polygons and stripes were ac tive in the eighteen th or nineteen th cen turi es 
(Table IV). The results cannot be considered concl usive because of the likelihood of over
crowding and the probability that the li chen may be nth generation since the boulders were 
originally denuded or sta bili zed . Since some coarse polygons (the bare ones) appear to be 
active today, the vegeta ted ones were proba bl y act ive in a clima tic period not very m uch m ore 
extrem e than tod ay. Furthermore, if they were much older, they would probably be com
pletely covered by vegetation as a re the vege ta tion-covered lobes which a re though t to date 
from zone IV (King, in press ) . Comple tely vegetated polygon m ay exist bu t, without 
excavation and boulder-di ameter measurement, they a re unrecognizable. 

TABLE I V. LI CH EN MEASURE~IENTS . T H E DECREE OF ACCURACY WAS 

CA LCULAT ED FROM T H E RANGE OF T HE F IVE LARGEST T H A LLI 

Pat/emed ground 

Coarse polygon 
Coarse polygon 
Coarse polygon 
Coarse stri pe 
Coarse stripe 
Coarse stripe 

A CKNOW LE DGE MENT S 

Altitllde 
m 

I 11 0 

, 160 
1 280 

760 
880 
g60 

1\ I eall maximal Dale 
lichen diameter A.D. 

nl lTI 

67 1820 ± 20 
63 1830 ± 60 
63 1830 
85 ' 78o ± 20 
72 ,800 ± go 

105 I74o ± 50 
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